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1. IDENTITY OF MOVING PARTY

The moving party is the appellant State of Washington,

Department of Social and Health Services (DSHS).

H. RELIEF SOUGHT

Pursuant to RAP 12.4, the appellant respectfully asks the Court to

reconsider the opinion and judgment dated April 3, 2014. For the reasons

stated below, appellant asks the Court to modify its ruling, vacate the

money judgment of the superior court, and remand the case to determine

damages limited to the breach of contracts that existed at the time of

DSHS's adoption of the Shared Living Rule.

HI. BASIS FOR RELIEF

The Court's lead opinion relies on a precise conclusion as to how

and when DSHS breached an implied covenant of good faith and fair

dealing. The opinion holds that "[w]hen DSHS exercised discretion to"

adopt the Shared Living Rule—the rule that reduced hours of assistance

for Medicaid clients—DSHS's "actions were governed by an implied

covenant of good faith" owed to independent contractors whose

contracts referred to those awards of client hours. Rekhter v. State, Dep't

of Soc. & Health Servs., No. 86822-1, 2014 WL 1321008, ¶ 26 (Wash.

Apr. 3, 2014).

1
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In affirming the trial court judgment based on this conclusion, the

lead opinion overlooks or misapprehends material facts that warrant

reconsideration. RAP 12.4(c). Specifically, when DSHS adopted the

Shared Living Rule as part of the CARE Tool in 2003, only some of the

contracts at issue in this case had been entered. A significant share of the

plaintiffs' contracts were not signed until months or years later. As a

matter of law, "the duty of good faith and fair dealing arises only in

connection with teems agreed to by the parties." Rekhter, 2014 WL

1321008, ¶ 19 (internal quotation marks and brackets removed) (quoting

Badgett v. Sec. State Bank, 116 Wn.2d 563, 569, 807 P.2d 356 (1991)).

Thus, the duty does not exist before there is a contract, and a discretionary

decision made before a contract is signed (and that is reflected in the

contract) cannot breach the duty. Put another way, a contract entered in

2005,or 2006 could not have created a duty for DSHS to ignore or repeal a

rule adopted in 2003. Because many of the plaintiff class members made

claims based on contracts signed after 2003, application of the law to

those contracts is a critical point.

DSHS asks the Court to modify its ruling and recognize that the

basis for relief found by the Court applies to some, but not all, of the

plaintiffs' contracts. Specifically, the Court should revise its lead opinion

to clarify that this ruling applies to claims based on contracts that existed

2
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when DSHS adopted the Shared Living Rule in 2003, but not claims based

on later contracts. The Court should vacate the damages judgment,

remand for determination of damages based on contracts in effect when

the rule was adopted, and exclude contracts that fall outside the Court's

lead opinion and the law.

A. The Lead Opinion Concludes That DSHS Breached An
Implied Covenant Of Good Faith When It Adopted The
Shared Living Rule

On appeal to this Court, DSHS argued that it had not breached an

implied covenant of good faith in its contracts with providers. The

Court's lead opinion rejected DSHS's argument on specific, narrow

grounds. The Court found that "the contract[s] provided that service

providers would be paid for the hours authorized in the service plan

pursuant to the CARE process" adopted in 2003. Rekhter, 2014 WL

1321008, ¶ 26. "DSHS was the party responsible for determining the

hours that would be authorized because it designed the CARE process that

produced that determination." Id. "When DSHS exercised discretion to

create the systems that produced the service plans and reduce the hours

those plans authorized for live-in providers, its actions were governed by

an implied covenant of good faith, and the jury found that DSHS violated

that covenant." Id. Thus, the opinion holds that DSHS breached an

3
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implied covenant of good faith when it exercised discretion to adopt the

rule that imposed the formula for calculating Medicaid benefits.

The lead opinion's holding on this point is not an offhand

statement. Rather, DSHS's discretion in adopting the rule is the material

fact required for liability. Throughout the opinion, it is the adoption of the

rule that causes a violation of the implied covenant. For example, when

the dissent argued that DSHS had no contractual discretion because the

amount of hours was determined by the CARE tool, including the Shared

Living Rule, the lead opinion responded that "[t]his ignores the fact that

DSHS created the CARE Process using its discretion." Rekhter, 2014 WL

1321008, ¶ 22. When the dissent argued that DSHS's rulemaking power

could not be considered the exercise of contractual discretion, the lead

opinion specifically held that it was relying on "DSHS's role in . . . using

its discretion to determine a key term of the contract by designing the

CARE process that controlled the number of hours authorized[.]" Id. ¶ 23

(emphasis added). The lead opinion concludes that contract law imposes

liability because DSHS "was the entity that created the system [of rules]—

using its discretion—that determined those hours." Id. ¶ 24. And, DSHS

violated an implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing because DSHS

"created the CARE process that made th[e] determination" of Medicaid

hours. Id. ¶ 29 (emphasis added).

4
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Not only is it clear that the lead opinion relied on DSHS's creation

of the Shared Living Rule as the basis for finding a breach of contract, it is

also clear as a matter of law that no other DSHS action could provide a

basis for that holding. At times, plaintiffs have suggested that the relevant

exercise of discretion was simply that DSHS calculated the number of

service hours to which each client was entitled. But as the lead opinion

recognized, once the Shared Living Rule was adopted, it "automatically

reduced assistance for in-home care by 15 percent for clients that live with

their providers." Rekhter, 2014 WL 1321008, ¶ 3 (emphasis added).

There was no discretion in its application. Id ("irrebuttable

presumption"); see also Jenkins v. Dep't of Soc. & Health Servs., 160

Wn.2d 287, 291, 292, 157 P.3d 388 (2007) (numerical scores from a

CARE evaluation are "put into a formula that calculates the individual's

base assistance level" and the formula resulted in an "irrebuttable

presumption" regarding hours). Thus, the lead opinion necessarily

depends upon DSHS's exercise of discretion in developing that formula,

not the ministerial act of following the rule. See, e.g., Rekhter, 2014 WL

1321008, ¶ 26 ("DSHS was the party responsible for determining the

hours that would be authorized because it designed the CARE process that

produced that determination. When DSHS exercised discretion to create

the systems that produced the service plans and reduce the hours those

5
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plans authorized for live-in providers, its actions were governed by an

implied covenant of good faith[.]" (Emphases added.)).

A contrary holding—i.e., a holding that DSHS's application of the

Shared Living Rule was the relevant discretionary act—would lead to

absurd results. In particular, it would mean that after DSHS adopted the

Shared Living Rule by rule in 2003, it was immediately obligated by an

implied contractual duty of good faith to ignore its own rule, directly

contrary to state law. See, e.g., RCW 34.05.570(3)(h) (agency order is

subject to reversal if the "order is inconsistent with a rule of the agency");

Ritter v. Bd. of Comm'rs, 96 Wn.2d 503, 507, 637 P.2d 940 (1981) ("[A]n

administrative body must follow its own rules and regulations . . . .");

Samson v. City of Bainbridge Island, 149 Wn. App. 33, 44, 202 P.3d 334

(2009) ("It is well-settled law in Washington that public agencies must

follow their own rules and regulations."). It would also mean that when

providers signed contracts with DSHS after 2003—contracts that

"provided that service providers would be paid for the hours authorized in

the service plan pursuant to the CARE process" (Rekhter, 2014 WL

1321008, ¶ 26)—those providers would need to have had the absurd

expectation that DSHS would ignore its own rule. See Carma Developers

(California), Inc. v. Marathon Dev. California, Inc., 2 Cal. 4th 342, 376,

826 P.2d 710, 6 Cal. Rptr. 2d 467 (1992) (where a party's conduct "was

6
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clearly within the parties' reasonable expectations," "such conduct can

never violate an implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing").

The lead opinion avoided such an absurd result by never deviating

from the holding that the discretionary action that violated an implied

covenant was the adoption of the Shared Living Rule in 2003. See, e.g.,

Rekhter, 2014 WL 1321008, ¶ 24 ("DSHS used its discretion to implement

a new rule that eliminated a certain amount of compensation for those

service providers"); id. ¶ 26 ("When DSHS exercised discretion to create

the systems that produced the service plans and reduce the hours those

plans authorized for live-in providers, its actions were governed by an

implied covenant of good faith." (Emphasis added.)).

As explained next, this exercise of discretion that is the foundation

for the lead opinion could only violate a contractual duty that existed at

the time DSHS exercised the discretion. The Court has overlooked or

misapprehended that this material fact does not apply to many of the

providers' contract claims.

B. The Lead Opinion Overlooks Or Misapprehends That Many
Plaintiff Contracts Did Not Exist Until After DSHS Adopted
The Shared Living Rule

In holding that it was DSHS's adoption of the Shared Living Rule

that violated an implied covenant of good faith, the lead opinion describes

a breach much more narrowly and specifically than plaintiffs have. The

7
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lead opinion's description of the violation would uphold liability for many

members of the plaintiff class. However, the problem with the lead

opinion's narrow conclusion—and presumably the reason plaintiffs

avoided it—is that the conclusion has no application to many members of

the plaintiff class: those who signed contracts after DSHS adopted the

Shared Living Rule in April 2003.

The lead opinion's review of the facts proceeds chronologically

and overlooks the later contracts. It starts by describing provider contracts

in existence before DSHS adopted the Shared Living Rule. Rekhter, 2014

WL 1321008, 112. It next describes how DSHS adopted the rule in April

2003, and how the rule began to affect those contracts by calculating

fewer assistance hours for Medicaid clients who received informal support

from providers who shared their living quarters. Id. ¶ 3. The opinion

goes on to analyze how "DSHS used its discretion to implement a new

rule that eliminated a certain amount of compensation for those service

providers that lived with the clients." Id. 41124 (emphasis added). The lead

opinion does not analyze or mention contracts entered after the "new rule"

was adopted.

The lead opinion is sufficient to uphold part of the claims made in

this case. Many class members sued on contracts that existed and—under

the lead opinion—governed DSHS's discretion when it adopted the

8
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rule. For example, Judith Alberts contracted with DSHS in March 2003.

Ex. 1. Alex Zimmerman entered a contract in October 2001. Ex. 9.

Belinda Morris signed a contract in January 2003. Ex. 27. Cheryl Eckhart

signed a contract in September 2002. Ex. 31. But both the record and

briefing also confirmed that many plaintiff class members made claims

based on contracts signed after DSHS adopted the rule. For example,

Maureen Pfaff signed her contract in July 2006, long after DSHS

exercised the discretion that is the basis for the lead opinion. Ex. 41.

Belinda Morris entered a new contract in January 2006. Ex. 28. Cathy

Bayer entered a contract in January 2005. Ex. 21. See also Rekhter Resp.

Br. 7 n.2 (describing provider contracts that covered terms ranging from

2001-05 to 2006-09).

This Court should reconsider its opinion to address the claims

based on contracts entered after DSHS adopted the rule, which the lead

opinion has overlooked or misapprehended. For the reasons stated by the

lead opinion itself, and reasons that follow, the Court should conclude that

there is no basis for liability under an implied covenant for claims based

on contracts entered after DSHS adopted the rule.

9
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C. A Discretionary Decision Made Before A Contract Is Signed
And Reflected In The Contract Cannot Breach The Covenant
Of Good Faith

"The duty of good faith implied in every contract does not exist

apart from the terms of the agreement." Badgett v. Sec. State Bank, 116

Wn.2d 563, 572, 807 P.2d 356 (1991). In light of this rule, before there is

a contract at all (containing the terms of the agreement), there cannot be a

breach of the duty of good faith. Id. at 569 (the duty of good faith

"requires only that the parties perform in good faith the obligations

imposed by their agreement" (emphasis added)). The lead opinion holds

that a breach of an implied duty of good faith occurred when DSHS

adopted the Shared Living Rule. As a matter of law and logic, that

discretionary action can only breach existing contracts, not contracts

signed later. See, e.g., Rekhter, 2014 WL 1321008, ¶ 19 ("the duty of

good faith and fair dealing arises only in connection with temis agreed to

by the parties" (internal quotation marks and brackets removed) (quoting

Badgett, 116 Wn.2d at 569)); see also Aventa Learning, Inc. v. K12, Inc.,

830 F. Supp. 2d 1083, 1101 (W.D. Wash. 2011) (implied covenant applied

to a party that "exercised its discretion with regard to accounting methods

. . . following execution of the [contract]" (emphasis added)).

As explained above, the lead opinion identifies DSHS's adoption

of the CARE Tool and Shared Living Rule as the discretionary act that

10
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breached the duty of good faith. See, e.g., Rekhter, 2014 WL 1321008,

fifif 22-24, 26, 29. But after DSHS adopted the CARE Tool and its

Shared Living Rule, subsequent contracts necessarily contemplated that

the foimula in the rules would determine the amount of Medicaid hours.

The lead opinion clearly recognized this: "Part of the CARE process

was the shared living rule, which automatically reduced assistance for

in-home care by 15 percent for clients that live with their providers."

Id. ¶ 3 (emphasis added). Later, the lead opinion recognizes that "the

contract[s] provided that service providers would be paid for the hours

authorized in the service plan pursuant to the CARE process." Id. ¶ 26

(emphasis added). The lead opinion was obviously correct on this point.

After DSHS adopted the CARE Tool and Shared Living Rule in 2003, no

provider signing a contract with DSHS could reasonably have expected

DSHS to ignore its regulations. To the State's knowledge, no court has

ever construed a government contract to include an implied obligation for

an agency to ignore an existing rule. To the contrary, an agency order is

subject to reversal if the "order is inconsistent with a rule of the agency[.]"

RCW 34.05.570(3)(h); see also Ritter, 96 Wn.2d at 507 ("administrative

body must follow its own rules and regulations"); Samson, 149 Wn. App.

at 44 ("It is well-settled law in Washington that public agencies must

follow their own rules and regulations.").

11
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Applying these overlooked facts and undisputed legal principles,

providers who signed contracts after DSHS adopted the CARE Tool and

Shared Living Rule have no legal basis to claim this past exercise of

discretion breached an implied duty of good faith. DSHS's discretionary

action—adopting the Shared Living Rule formula—occurred before these

contracts were signed, so there were no "temis of the agreement" that

DSHS's discretion could have violated. See, e.g., Badgett, 116 Wn.2d at

572 ("The duty of good faith implied in every contract does not exist apart

from the terms of the agreement."); id. at 569 (the duty "requires only that

the parties perform in good faith the obligations imposed by their

agreement"). Moreover, contracts signed after April 2003 "provided that

service providers would be paid for the hours authorized in the service

plan pursuant to the CARE process." Rekhter, 2014 WL 1321008, ¶ 26

(emphasis added). Given that these contracts reflected the CARE Tool

rules and that no reasonable provider could have expected DSHS to ignore

its own rules, applying the Shared Living Rule could not have breached an

implied duty of good faith in these subsequent contracts. See, e.g.,

Badgett, 116 Wn.2d at 570 ("As a matter of law, there cannot be a

breach of the duty of good faith when a party simply stands on its rights to

require performance of a contract according to its terms.");

12
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Carma Developers (California), Inc., 2 Cal. 4th at 376 (where a party's

conduct "was clearly within the parties' reasonable expectations," "such

conduct can never violate an implied covenant of good faith and fair

dealing"); In re Wire Works, Inc., No. 99-55612, 2000 WL 1801375, at

*2 (9th Cir. Dec. 7, 2000) (unpublished) ("a party to a contract does not

violate the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing merely by

exercising its rights and remedies under the contract").

Nor can later contractors claim ignorance of the Shared Living

Rule, or ignore that rules imposed formulas that calculated Medicaid hours

with an "irrebuttable presumption." Rekhter, 2014 WL 1321008, ¶ 3. The

rule was adopted and published through public rulemaking procedures,

and available for all to see in the Washington Administrative Code.

Contracting "parties are charged with knowledge of the law[.]" Denaxas

v. Sandstone Court of Bellevue, L.L.C., 148 Wn.2d 654, 668, 63 P.3d 125

(2003). Moreover, in mid-2004, respondent sEru contacted DSHS on

behalf of the provider class members complaining that the rule controlled

determination of hours and asking for its change. VRP at 2425-26.

Columbia Legal Services did the same in July 2004. VRP at 2425.

Finally, the rule's calculation of Medicaid hours was publicized by test

13
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cases where plaintiff SEIU participated as amicus (Jenkins) and which

included stays allowing DSHS to apply the rule pending appellate review.

See Rekhter, 2014 WL 1321008, ¶ 5.

In short, the lead opi.ion holds that "[w]hen DSHS exercised

discretion to create the systems that produced the service plans and reduce

the hours those plans authorized for live-in providers, its actions were

governed by an implied covenant of good faith, and the jury found that

DSHS violated that covenant." Rekhter, 2014 WL 1321008, ¶ 26. Those

DSHS actions occurred in April 2003, when DSHS was bound by a duty

of good faith in its existing contracts. Thus, the Court's rationale provides

no basis, and none exists, for finding a breach of an implied duty created

by contracts signed after April 2003.

Finally, the limitation on liability found by the lead opinion and

argued in this motion relies on a legal distinction that makes sense. An

independent contractor should have no right to claim breach of contract by

claiming a preexisting rule violates a later contract, just as a person cannot

move next door to a farm and then complain that the farm is a

14
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nuisance.' The contractors who entered contracts after DSHS adopted the

rule stand on different legal footing than the contractors who saw DSHS

adopt a new rule and who could claim that this discretion was governed by

an implied covenant in their then-existing contracts. Therefore, the Court

should amend the ruling because there should be no liability to contractors

who entered contracts after the rule imposed the non-discretionary formula

for calculating Medicaid hours.

IV. CONCLUSION

The Court's lead opinion has overlooked or misapprehended a

critical fact that affects liability. Only some of the plaintiffs' contracts

existed when DSHS adopted the Shared Living Rule. The reasoning of

the lead opinion, and all relevant legal principles, confirm that the Court

should limit liability to contracts that existed when DSHS adopted the

rule. DSHS's discretionary decision could not have violated a duty in

contracts that did not yet exist. DSHS, therefore, asks that the judgment of

the superior court be vacated, and that this case be remanded to determine

damages limited to claims on contracts that existed at the time of DSHS's

1 "Plaintiffs who purchase or improve property, after the establishment of a local

nuisance activity, have 'come to the nuisance.' Kanna v. Benton County, noted at 95

Wn. App. 1011, 1999 WL 219783, at *9 (citing Restatement (Second) of Torts § 840D

(1977)).
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adoption of the Shared Living Rule, and excluding claims based on

contracts signed after DSHS adopted the rule?

RESPEC11-ULLY SUMETI E,D this 23rd day of April 2014.

ROBERT W. FERGUSON
Attorney General

Noah Guzzo Purcell, WSBA 43492
Solicitor General
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2 The provider class has three alternative theories of liability which the lead
opinion did not reach. Rekhter, 2014 WL 1321008, ¶ 30. The dissenting opinion
thoroughly explains why those alternative theories must be rejected. Id at II 86-88
(Stephens, J., dissenting) (Fallor's Pharmacy theory); IN 89-95 (unjust enrichment);
71 96-109 (time-barred client claims). These portions of the dissent opinion should be
adopted as part of limiting liability to contracts that existed at the time DSHS adopted the
Shared Living Rule.
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